Professor Simon Maddocks  
Vice-Chancellor and President, Charles Darwin University  

Invites you to attend  
The celebration of the CDU Foundation 
Guardians of Greek Language and Culture  

to thank the Guardians for their generous support for 
Greek and Hellenic Studies at CDU  

and the official launch of  
‘PERSPECTIVES ON THE HELLENIC DIASPORA’  

Thursday 11 April 2019, 6.30pm – 8pm  
The Colonnade, Building Orange 12  
Charles Darwin University, Casuarina campus  
Ellengowan Drive, Brinkin NT  

Please RSVP by Monday 8 April 2019  
E. CDU.Foundation@cdu.edu.au | T. 08 8946 7258
The project associated with this publication aims for original research to highlight migration, settlement and adaptation of Greeks to the Northern Territory.

Telling the stories of pioneer Greek settlers to northern Australia pre and post WWII, this project aims to reveal the life, hardships and achievements of Greek Territorians to the Northern Territory and to Australia in general.

As Volume One of this series, this book includes broader papers from the 2017 international conference ‘Perspectives on the Hellenic Diaspora’, which looked at the Greek diaspora in Darwin, Australia and further afield, on a truly global stage, held in three parts over three days in Darwin, Rhodes and Thessaloniki.